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On the Smoothing of a Combinatorial n-Manifold
Immersed in the Euclidean (n+ l)-Space
By Junzo TAO

§ 1.

Introduction

By a manifold we shall always mean one which is a separable
Hausdorff space. A differentiable manifold will mean one which has a
C°°-structure, defined in terms of a family of allowable coordinate systems [11].
We shall use Rn to denote the w-dimensional euclidean vector space
whose points are sequences (x19x2, ••• , xn) of real numbers x{ (ί = l, 2, ••• , ri)
and shall use \x\ to denote the norm ^(χ\ + x\ + ••• +x%) °f # = (#ι># 2 >
By a complex we shall mean a rectilinear, locally finite, simplicial
complex in Rq, for some #2>0. If K is a complex, |ίΓ| denotes the
underlying polyhedron of K. If Δ is a (closed) simplex of Ky then the
star Sί(Δ, ίί) of Δ in K is the union of all the simplexes of K which
contain Δ. The link L(Δ, K) of Δ in K is the union of all the simplexes
of St(Δ, K) which do not meet Δ. If x is a point in \ K \ , we define
St(x, \K\) as Sί(Δ, K\ where Δ is the simplex of K which contains x
in its interior.
Let K, L be complexes in Rq. They are said to be combinatorial ly
equivalent, if they have (rectilinear, simplicial) subdivisions which are
isomorphic to each other. By a combinatorial q-cell (q-sphere) we shall
mean a polyhedron combinatorially equivalent to a (/-simplex (the boundary of a (<7 + l)-simplex).
A complex K is called an (unbounded) combinatorial n-manifold if
the link of each vertex of K is a combinatorial (n — l)-sphere. A polyhedron is called a combinatorial w-manifold if it has a simplicial subdivision which is a combinatorial w-manifold.
Let K* be a combinatorial ^-manifold in Rq whose polyhedron \K\
has a differentiable structure. Let x be a point of an w-simplex Δ M in
Kn and let (Ux , φx) be an allowable C°°-coordinate system about x where
Ux is a neighborhood of x in K\ and φx is a homeomorphism φx\ Ux
-*Rn. If there exists a neighborhood V, of x in 7?g and a mapυ /: V*-^t/*
1) By a map we shall always mean a "continuous" one.
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2)

n

such that /|Δ ΆF x = the identity map and φxf\ Vx-*R is a map of
W
class C°° whose Jacobian matrix has the rank n at every point of Δ A V χ y
then we shall say that the differentiable structure is compatible with the
complex K. Let a combinatorial manifold M have a differentiable structure. Then we shall say that the differentiable structure of M is compatible with the combinatorial structure of M, if some subdivision of M
is compatible with the differentiable structure of M.
Let X, Y be topological spaces. A one-one map /: X-+ Y is called
an imbedding. A map /: X-+ Y is called an immersion if every point
of X has a neighborhood UcnX such that f\ U is an imbedding. A map
q
/ from a complex K into R is called a semi-linear map if / is linear
in every simplex in some subdivision of K.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following
Theorem. // a combinatorial n-manifold Mn is immersed semi-linearly
into Rn+\ then there exists a differentiable structure on Mn compatible
with the combinatorial structure of Mn, under the Schoenflies hypothesis
up to dimension n. Moreover, for any semi-linear immersion f: Mn-*Rn+1
and a positive continuous function S(p) on Mn, there exists a differentiable
immersion g: Mn->Rn+l with
\f(p)-g(p)\<€(p).
The Schoenflies hypothesis for dimension n is as follows:
Every combinatorial (n — V)-sphere S""1 in Rn is the boundary of a
combinatorial n-cell which is the closure of the bounded component of
Rn-Sn-\
It is well known that the Schoenflies hypothesis has been affirmatively
proved for n<^3 [1], [3], [5]. Recently the hypothesis was proved by
S. Smale [7] for n^6, wφ7.
We use Gϊ to denote the Grassmann manifold consisting of ^-planes
in Rk+n through the origin. If xy y are non-zero vectors in Rn+k, then
a(Xy y) will denote the angle between them, on the understanding that
0^a^τr. If Pe G2, then a(x> P) will denote the angle between x and its
orthogonal projection on P, with a(x, P) = ^- if x is orthogonal to P.
Thus 0<αO, P)<-J. If PeG?, QeGΓ, where
then a(P9Q) will denote a(P, Q) = max {a(x, Q) \ Oφ* e P}. The
function a may be regarded as a metric for G?. If x£Rk+n> FGG?,
then x + P will denote the &-plane consisting of all the vectors x+y£Rn+k
<—>
for every y e P. If x, y are non-zero vectors in Rn, then xy will denote
2) If /: X-> Y is a map and Z is a subset of X, then f\Z.will always mean the restriction of / on ^,
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A &-plane PkeGnk is called a transversal k-plane to a set ^Γ in 7?M+*,
if there exists a positive numbe 8 such that
<—»
'a(xy, P) > ^ for #, y G X, # φ y ,
•'—>

where a(xyy P) will mean the angle between the line through 0 parallel
< —>
to xy and P.
Let Mn be an w-manifold and let / be an immersion /: Mn->Rn+k.
A &-plane Pk G Gl is called a transversal plane at pe Mn with respect to
/, if there exists a neighborhood C7 of p in MM such that f\U is an
imbedding and Pk is transversal to f(U). A map <p : Mn^Gnk is called
a transverse k-plane field (or simply a transverse field} if φ(p) is transversal at p with respect to / for any point peM. In this case / is also
called an immersion with a transverse field (or simply a normal immersion).
S. S. Cairns [2] and J. H. C. Whitehead [10] proved the following :
Let Mn be a manifold. If there exists a normal imbedding f : Mn ->
Rn+k, then there exists a differentiate structure on M and for any given
positive continuous function £(/>) on Mn there exists a differentiate imbedding g: Mn-*Rn+k with
\f(p)-g(p)«£(p).
On the other hand, H. Noguchi [6] proved the following :
Let Mn be a compact combinatorial n-manifold without boundary in
n+1
R . Suppose that the Schoenflies hypothesis is true for dimension ^ n.
Then arbitrarily near M there are a combinatorial n-manifold N and an
orientation preserving semi-linear homeomorphism onto ψ: Rn+1-*Rn+l such
that N admits a transverse field, and such that ψ(M) = N.
We shall generalize the above two theorems from the case of imbedding to that of "immersion". Then we shall obtain our main theorem
which gives an answer to the problem of H. Noguchi [6] :
Let a combinatorial n-manifold be mapped into Rn+l by a semi-linear
mapping f which is a local homeomorphism. Does there exists an analytic
n-manifold, and an immersion of it in Rn+1 which approximates f in some
sense ?
§ 2. The definitions and the propositions.

The proof of the main theorem is reduced to the proofs of four
propositions, the outline of which will be stated in this section with
some necessary explanations.
The first step of the proof of the main theorem is to prove the
following proposition under the Schoenflies hypothesis up to dimension n,
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Proposition 1. Let Mn be a combinatorial n-manifold and let f : Mn
^Rn+1 be a semi-linear immersion. Then for any given positive continuous
function £(p) on Mn there exists a semi-linear normal immersion g : Mn
->Rn+1 with \f(p}~g(P)\<^€(p)
for every point p£M.
Let X, Y be metric spaces and let px, pγ be metrics for X, Y. A
map /: X^Y is called a Lipschitz map with respect to px, pγ if for
any point xeX there exists a neighborhood Uxd.X of x and a positive
number ax such that
for all xl , xz 6 Ux . The map / is called a regular Lipschitz map with
respect to px, ργif for any x£X there exist a neighborhood UxaX and
a pair of positive numbers ax, βx such that
for all ΛΓj , x2£Ux. Let / be a one-one Lipschitz map of X onto F.
Then f~l : Y-+X is a Lipschitz map if and only if / is regular. In this
case /"Ms also regular.
Metrics p, p' for X are called equivalent if the identical map of X
is a regular Lipschitz map with respect to p, p'. A collection { £/,• , p,} of
an open covering {t/,-} of X and a metric /o, for t/z is called a Lipschitz
system of X, if /o,, /oy is equivalent in t/. nC/y for every [/,., C/7 . A pair
(t/, p) of a set UcnX and a metric p for U is called an allowable pair
for a Lipschitz system {Ui9 p{} of X, if p, pf are equivalent in U£r\U
for every £/,-. Two Lipschitz systems {C/ f , /o f }, {ί7^,/o^} are said to be
equivalent if (C7{, /o{) is an allowable pair for {f/y, /Oy}. By a Lipschitz
space we shall mean a topological space X together with an equivalent
class of Lipschitz structures on X. If X, Y are Lipschitz spaces, then a
Lipschitz map /: X-> Y (or a regular Lipschitz map /: X-+Y) may be
defined by the local metrics {/o, }, {/Oj} of X, Y respectively.
Let Mn be an ^-manifold which has a Lipschitz structure. Let U
be an open set of M and let φ : U->Rn be a homeomorphism. We define
a metric p^ for U by
Pt; = \ψ(P)-ψ(θ)\

for every p,qeU.

Then (f/, /Oj/) is called an allowable pair if (C7, p^/) is an allowable
pair for the Lipschitz structure of M. A manifold M with a Lipschitz
structure is called a Lipschitz manifold, if M has a set of local coordinate
systems which are allowable pairs for the Lipschitz structure of M.
Let PeG? and let P*6G£ be the rc-plane orthogonal to P. Then
the vector space Rn+k is the direct sum Rn+k=P+P*. Let («!,••• , «„),
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(Vn' yV*) be rectangular cartesian coordinates for P*, P respectively.
If γ is a positive number, let
N(P,y)= {
Then a &-plane Q 6 N( P -^- ) is given by a set of equations of the
\
^/
form

Conversely, if \\a{j\\ is a given w x & matrix, then the above equation
represents a &-plane in ΛMP, ^-). Therefore pP : Q-H|0 f /|| is a local
\ z/
coordinate system

The set of all such coordinate systems, for every PGG?, may be
used to define the differentiate structure of G". On the other hand,
the local metric on N(P, -^-1 induced by pp may give an allowable
Lipschitz structure for the global metric on Gϊ defined by a. Let Mn
be an w-manifold and let /: Mn-*Rn+k be a normal immersion with a
transverse field φ : M W ->GJ. For any point p e M, there exists a
neighborhood UPCΣ.M of ^ and a positive number 8p such that /| C/^ is
an imbedding with

for every s, se Up, s φ s'.
Let Pp^Gn be an w-plane orthogonal to the yfe-plane φ(p) = Qp. Then
the vector space Rn+k is the direct sum Rn+k = Pp + Qp. Let (wj, ••• , wj),
(ϋj, ,ίί) be rectangular cartesian coordinates for Ppy Qp. Let πp be
n+k
the orthogonal projection of R
onto Pp. Since ^/: Up-*Pp is a
homeomorphism, we may introduce a local coordinate system on Up by
TT^/ with a local metric on C/^ defined by pUp(s, s')=
for every s, s' 6 t/^ .
Lemma 2.1. Tfe 5βί o/ ^// ίfe /oc<2/ coordinate systems
Pup(s> s')) determines a Lipschitz structure on Mn.

(Up,τrpf,

Proof. Let Upr\Uq=\=φ and let Urc^Upr\Ug be a neighborhood of
a point reUpr\Uq. It is sufficient to prove that the homeomorphism
τrgπ~l: πpf(Ur)-> πqf(Ur) is a regular Lipschitz map.
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Let f(Ur) be given by the following equations of the rectangular
local coordinate systems (UP, vfy and (u\y vjq) respectively

and
n
1*1
cr^ds^\
Uq —
— ^
Q\^q > •••
> M
^Q/

Let s, s' eUr.

J•/ — 1
•*-> ...

h .
y K

From the fact
\v'p-vp\ = K-Kjcot M/(s')/ω> 0))
<|^-

we obtain
where /(<>') = « v'p)y f ( s ) = (up, vp).
On the other hand, from |u' q — uq\ ^ \f(s')— f(s)\9 we obtain
\u'q-uq\ < \u'p-ut
Therefore we obtain

Thus Kqrtp1 is a regular Lipschitz homeomorphism and the lemma
is proved.
The second step of the proof of the main theorem is to prove the
following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let f: M"-*Rn+k
transverse field φ : Mn->Gl and let B(ρ)
on Mn. Then there exists a Lipschitz
the above mentioned Lipschitz structures
field with respect to f and satisfies

be a normal immersion with a
be a positive continuous function
map ψ : Mn -+ G" with respect to
on MHy Gnk which is a transverse

ψ may be called a transverse Lipschitz field with respect to /.
Let / be a normal immersion with a transverse field φ : Mn -» Gnk .
Let E(φ) be the &-plane bundle over Mn which is induced by φ. We
may take a point in E(φ) to be the pairs (p, x) such that p^M, x G φ(p).
n+k
n
Thus E(φ}a:MxR . The projection map re \ E(φ)^M is defined by
π
=
n
(P> %) P Let {Uλ} be an open covering of M such that f\ Uλ is an
n+k
n+k
imbedding and let ^λ : E(φ Uλ}-*R xR
be an imbedding defined by
l
Ϋι(P,x) = (f(P),x), where E(φ UJ = π- (Uλ)c=:E(φ). We may define a
metric /oλ on E(φ Uλ) by
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P\(P> Q) = l'Ψ'λ(ί)-ψ l λ(tf)l

for every py q£E(φ

C7 λ ).

Then {E(φ £7λ), pλ} defines a Lipschitz structure on E(φ). If M is
identified with the zero cross section M0= {(py 0) 6 E(φ)} of E(φ)9 then the
above mentioned Lipschitz metric induces an equivalent metric with the
one introduced in Proposition 2. Whenever we refer to a Lipschitz map
to or from M and E(φ\ it will mean the Lipschitz map with respect to
these Lipschitz structures.
Now let / be a normal immersion with a transverse field φ : Mn -> G"
and let E(φ) be the &-plane bundle over M which is induced by φ. We
define Θ: E(φ)^R*+* by
θ(P> x) = f(p} + x

for every p e M, :r € <τ>(/>).

Then <τ? is called a transverse C°°-field with respect to 9?, if the following conditions (i), (ii) are satisfied.
( i ) There exists a positive continuous function p(p) on Mn and
for any point p£M there exists a neighborhood UPCΣ.M of ^ such that
θ: Tp(φ U)-^Rn+k is a regular Lipschitz homeomorphism, where
Tp(φ C7)= {(A x)\p£ U, x£φ(p), \x\<^p(P)}
Since Tp(φ)= {(p, x)\p£U, x£φ(p), \x\<^p(P)} is locally homeomorphically immersed in Rn+k by θ we may introduce a differentiate structure
in Tp(φ). Then the second condition is as follows:
(ii) The map φπ : Tp(φ)^Gnk is of class C°°.
Now the third step of the proof of the main theorem is to prove
the following proposition.
Proposition 3. Let f be a normal immersion from an n-manifold
M into Rn+k with a transverse Lipschitz field and let £(p) be a positive
continuous function on Mn. Then there exists a transverse C°°-field
^r: Mn -> Gnk with respect to f which satisfies
n

^(ψ(P}y Ψ(P}} <^ £(P)

for

every p G M.

The final step of the proof of the main theorem is to prove the
following proposition.
Proposition 4. Let Mn be an n-manifold and let S(p} be a positive
continuous function on Mn. If there exists a normal immersion f: Mn->
Rn+k with a transverse C°°-field, then a dijferentiable structure may be
introduced on Mn and there exists a dijferentiable immersion g: Mn-+Rn+k
with \f(p)-g(p)
<e(p).
Moreover, if Mn is a combinatorial manifold and f: Mn-+Rn+k is a
semi-linear immersion, then the above introduced dijferentiable structure is
compatible with the combinatorial structure of Mn.
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The main ideas in this paper will be derived from J. H. C. Whitehead's
paper [10] and H. Noguchi's [6].
§ 3. The proof of Proposition 1.
Throughout this section we may assume the Schoenflies hypothesis
up to dimension n. Therefore the lemma 3. 1 and Proposition 1 are
proved under that hypothesis.
Let Mn be a combinatorial w-manifold and let / be a semi-linear
immersion of Mn into Rn+1. Let K be a subdivision of M such that /
is a linear imbedding on each simplex of K. Then / imbeds the star of
each simplex of K into Rn+1. Let σ\ (/ = !,...,#,...) be #-simplexes of
Kn and let /(<r?) = Δϊ. Let 0f be an interior point of Δ ? a n d let RΓq+l
be an (n — # + l)-plane through oi and orthogonal to A?. Let V?~ Q+1 be
an (n — # + l)-simplex in R"~q+ly which contains 0, in its interior such that

Then 3Vf A/(S/(σ?)) is a combinatorial (n — q — l)-sphere and separates
3V, into two connected (n — #)-polyhedra with the common boundary
3Vf.A/(S/(σf)). We denote one of them by Bί which is a combinatorial
(n— tf)-cell under the Schoenflies hypothesis.
Then, according to H. Noguchi ([6], p. 211), 5,*Δ,-3) and aβ,*Δ*> £z.*3Δt.
are a combinatorial (n-l-l)-cell and combinatorial w-cells respectively
which satisfy
3CB,.*Δf.) =

and
Δ,. A
Therefore there exists a semi-linear homeomorphism [4]

which is the identity map on the boundary of 35,-tfΔ,..
Since 3β,.*Δ, is contained in f(St(σ )) and / is an imbedding on St(σ.)9
the inverse map /-1 of / is defined in ΘS^Δ,-. Let Ti=f~l(dBi^^i).
If the diameter diam. (V,.) of V,. is sufficiently small, then Int. (T f )A
Int. (Tj) = φ for iφj, where Int. (T, ) is the interior of T, . Then we
n
n+1
define a map g": M ->R
by
3) Let X, yC# M > then X*Y will mean the join of X and Y, that is,

X*Y={xt+(l-ί)y
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g(P)=f(p}

= hif(p}

if

/>GM-Vyint.CΓ,.)
1=1

if peτ<

which is a semi-linear immersion g: Mn^Rn+1 satisfying
|#(/0-/(/OI<diam. (Δf.*V,.) for every ί.
The map g: Mn-+Rn+1 is called a deformation
{σ j | ί = l,... ,«,... }.

of / with respect to

Lemma 3.1. Let a map f: Mn-^Rn+l be a semi-linear immersion
from a combinatorial n-manifold Mn into Rn+l and let £(p) be a positive
continuous function on M. Then there exists a semi-linear immersion
g: Mn^Rn+1 which has a transverse line with respect to g at every point
of Mn and satisfies

Proof. Let K be a subdivision of M such that / is a linear map
on every simplex of K. It is clear that an interior point of an ^-simplex
of K has a transverse line with respect to /. We suppose that / has a
transverse line at every point of K except for the points of the ^-skeleton
Kq of K. Let {σ J i = l, ••• , n, •••} be all the tf-simplexes of K whose
interior point has not any transverse line with respect to /. Let g be
a deformation of / with respect to {σ?| / = !,••• , n, •••}.
According to H. Noguchi ([6], lemma 9) there exists for any point
ΛίGCB^ΘΔ,.) — 3Δ f , a neighborhood Ux of x in g(St(σ<£)} and a line lxeGΐ
such that lx is transverse to Ux. Since the restriction g\St(σΐ) of g on
St(σϊ) is an imbedding, lx is a transverse line about p = g~\x) with respect
to g. Therefore g has a transverse line at the points of K except for
the points of the (q — l)-skeleton of K. Let L be a subdivision of K
such that each simplex of L is mapped linearly by g. Then g has a
transverse field at a point of L except for the points of the (q — l)-skeleton
7 1
Z/ " of L. By the w-fold iteration of the above process, we may obtain
the required semi-linear immersion g : Mn->Rn+1. If we take the diameter
of Δ**V"-*+1 less than — £(Δ*) at every stage of the process, θ(Δ*) =
n
max {£(p)\peSt(σ")}, then g satisfies the condition
\f(p)-g(p)
Thus the lemma is proved.
The proof of Proposition 1. We take the above constructed semilinear map g(p): Mn-*Rn+l for the semi-linear immersion f(p): M*-+RH+1.
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Let K be a complex of M such that each simplex of K is mapped linearly
q
by g and let K be the ^-skeleton of K.
According to Lemma 3. 1, there exist transverse lines with respect
to g on K° which is denoted by
φ0 : K° - Gϊ .
9

Suppose that there exists a map φq : K -> Gΐ such that φq is a
g
+1
transverse field with respect to g on K . Let σ-* be a (^ + l)-simplex
q
+1
of K and let η be a #-face of σ* . Take points t, s in the interiors of
g
+l
<7+1
<η , <r* respectively. Since St(tf) contains Sί(σ- ), the totality Tt(g : M*)
of the transverse lines with respect to g at t is contained in the totality
Ts(g\ M") of the transverse lines with respect to g at s. Therefore
φg(dσ g+l) is contained in Ts(g\ M).
Since St(σg+l) is imbedded in Rn+1 by g, Ts(g\ T) is a contractible
set in Gΐ ([9], lemma 3), ([6], Corollary 2 of lemma 2.). Therefore
φq 1 3σ g+1 a^+1-^ Γ5fe : M) is extended to a map from σ *+1 into Ts(g M).
Thus we may obtain φq+1: Kg+1-+Gι which is a transverse field with
respect to g. Therefore we obtain by induction the required transverse
field φ : Mn -> Gΐ with respect to g.
§ 4.

The proof of Proposition 2.

Since any continuous map between Lipschitz spaces is approximated
by a Lipschitz map ([10], Theorem 9. 1), there exists a Lipschitz map
ψ (/>): Mn-*Gnk such that a(ty(p\ 9>(/>))<fi(/0 Now we shall show that
there exists a positive continuous function p(p} on M such that any
map ψ(p) : Mn-^Gnk with the condition a(^r(p\ φ(p))<^p(p) is a transverse
field with respect to /.
For any point peM and a number 0<^7<^— , there exists a neigh4
borhood [/£ of p in M such that f\U'p is an imbedding and satisfies
<*(f(4)f(q),

<P(P}} < 2γ

for every

0, </ € ί/ί , 0 Φ </ -

Since <τ? is continuous, there exists a neighborhood Up of /> such
that Up is compact and contained in U'p and φ(0p) is contained in
)> 7).
Since Mn is a paracompact space, there exist a locally finite open
covering {t/J, ^-planes {Pt eG?} and positive numbers
which satisfy the following conditions :

7Γ

I

z

4
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(i)

Of is a compact set and f\ U£ is an imbedding.

(ii)
(iii)

a(f(j)f(q\

P<}>27i for every q, <f e U< ,

Let dt be the distance between ^(Cζ ) and G£ — N(PS, 7,-). Then dt
is a positive number. Then there exists a positive continuous function
p(p) on M which satisfies p(p}<^d{ for any point ^ 6 Cζ ([10], lemma 5. 1).
Now we shall show that p(p) is the required positive continuous funcn
tion on M. Let ψ(p) : M -^G1 be a map which satisfies a(φ(p\ ψ(p))
<^p(p) for any p£M. Let us suppose that p is a point of t/t . Because
of p G t/t , we may obtain the following :

Therefore ψ(p) is a point of N(Pi97g).
Then

Take #, ^ (q=¥q'} in C/,-.

Therefore we obtain

Since a(f(qf}f(q\

Pi)>27i and a(^(p)9 Pt)<^i9 we obtain
7ί for every points '0, #' £ U; q Φ q' .

Since f/f is considered as a neighborhood of /> in Mw, ψ(p) is a
transverse plane at p with respect to /.
Therefore ψ(p) : M-+G1 is a transverse field with respect to /. Thus
our proposition is proved.
§ 5. The proof of Proposition 3.

Before we proceed to the proof of the proposition, we shall be in
need of some lemmas. Let Mn be an w-manifold and let /: Mn->Rn+k
be a normal immersion with a transverse field φ : Mn-*Gnk. Let E(φ) be
the &-plane bundle over Mn induced by φ and let a map Θ : E(φ)-*Rn+k
be defined by θ(p, x ) = f ( p ) J Γ χ .
Let p(p) be a positive continuous function on Mn. Then we define Tp(φ) by
T,(φ)=

{(p,x)£E(φ)\p£M,

X£φ(P),

\X\<p(p)}.

Then Tp(φ) is called a tubular neighborhood with respect to (/, φ),
if for any point p of Mn there exists a neighborhood Up such that
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θ\Tp(φ; Up): Tp(φ] Up)-*Rn+k is a regular Lipschitz homeomorphism,
where

TP(φ

Up) = {(p, x} G T,(φ)\p eUpy xe φ(p\ \x\< P(p)} .

Lemma 5.1. Let Mn be an n-manifold and let f: Mn-*Rn+k be a
normal immersion with a transverse Lipschitz field φ : Mn^Gnk. Then
there exists a positive continuous function p(p) on Mn such that Tp(φ) is
a tubular neighborhood with respect to (/, φ).
Let peMn and let 0<^γ<^— . Then there exists a neigh4
borhood Up of p such that Όp is compact and/| Up is an imbedding which
satisfies the following :
Proof.

«(/V)/(<?)> φ(P)) > 2γ

for every

q' , q G Up , q Φ (f .

On the other hand, since φ is a continuous map, we may suppose that
Up satisfies the following :
}> Φ(q)) > 7 for every

q G Up .

Then, from the fact

\ P) ,
we obtain
φ(P))

>2γ — γ = γ .

Since φ is a Lipschitz map and f\Up is a regular Lipschitz homeomorphism, there exists a positive number λ^ with the condition
afrtf),

<P(Q}} < ^P !/(?') ~f(q} I for every

q, q' 6 Up .

Since Mn is a paracompact space, there exists a locally finite open
covering { t/J of Mn which satisfies the following :
(i)

Of is compact and f\ 0{ is an imbedding,

(ii)
(iiΐ)

a(f(q'}f(q), 9>(tf))>7 for every q, q' G Uiy
a(φ(q\ φ(q'}} <£λf.|/(#) — f(q'}\ for some positive number λf and
for any points q, q' G [/,-.

Now let 2ΦO be a point in φ(q) and let ΰ = a(f(4)f(q),

z).

>γ.

Then
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Therefore we obtain
)-f(q) + *\2= \f(q'}-f(q)\2+\z\2

+ 2\f(q'}-f(<i)\

*|costf

Hence we obtain

sin -

(5.1)

Let τr0 be the orthogonal projection from R"*k onto φ(q).
x 6 9>(?). Then

Let x'eφ(q'),

= \x' sin a(x', φ(q)) ^ x' sin a(φ(q'), φ(q))
^\x'\ a(φ(q), φ(q')) <Z \ \ x' \ \f(q') -f(q) \

and
-\i\xf

\f(q)-f(<Γ)\.

From (5. 1), we obtain the following
\θ(q!,x')~θ(q,x)\ =

+ *0(^) - Jt I - I *' - ^o(^) I

Hence we obtain
, *)-θ(q, x)\ ^ S i
if I Λ:7 1 <. — sin -^/λ/1 + sin ^-Y
2
2/ \
2/
Therefore # is a regular Lipschitz homeomorphism on N(φ
- .

£/f )
Since

{ f/f } is a locally finite covering and Cζ is compact, there exists a positive
continuous functions p(p) on M w such that
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P(P)< y sin -|-/λ,(l + sin -| )

for

p £ 0, .

Then Tp(<p) is the required tubular neighborhood of M with respect
to (/, φ). Thus the lemma is proved.
Now we shall state two lemmas by J. H. C. White head without proof
([10], lemma 9. 5, lemma 9. 6).
n

Lemma 5. 2. Let V, W be open sets in R such that V is compact
and is contained in W. Let f: W-*RQ be a map such that there exists a
positive number tc with the following condition :
\ g(x'} -f(x) \^κ\x'-x\

for any x, xf 6 W .

Then for any given positive number ??^>0, there exists a
map g : V->Rq which satisfies the following :
\g(x'}—g(x}\ ^κ\/~q\x/ — x\

for every

differentiate

x'y x 6 V

and

\f(x)—g(x) \ < V

f°r every

x e V.

Lemma 5.4. Let U, V, W be open sets in Rn such that V is compact
and E7d F, VczW. Let f: W^Rq be a map which is of class C°° in an
open set Nd.W and satisfies
I/OO -/(#) I ^κ \ *' -x \

for every

xy xf 6 W

and for some positive number K. Then for any given positive number η,
there exists a map h: W-*R9 which satisfies the following conditions:
(Ί)
(ii)
(iii)

\h(x)—f(x)\<^η for every xeW and h(x}=f(x) if x£ W— F,
h is of class C°° in U\jN
I h(x'} — h(x) \ ^ 4/c \f~q \ x' — x \ for every x, x' 6 W.

Now we shall proceed to prove Proposition 3.
Let peMand 0<^γ<^ — . Then there exists a neighborhood W'pczM
4
of p such that W(y is compact and / is an imbedding in W'p and satisfies
*(f(q'}f(Q\

Ψ(P}} > 27

for every

q, qf G W, q Φ ςf .

Let β be a positive number such that
0</3<γ, β<±-{ε(p)\peWί]

and VT cot 2γ < cot 2/3 .
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Since φ is continuous, we may take a neighborhood Wp of p in W'p
such that φ(Wp)a.N(φ(p)9 β). Since M is paracompact, there exist a
locally finite covering {Wf}, &-planes {P*eG£} and positive numbers
C — I which satisfy the following conditions:
(i )

Wi

is compact,

( i i ) ft < 1- min
(iii )

VT cot 2γ, < cot 2ft ,

(iv)

tf(/(£)/(e)),

P, )>7, for every p, q£ Wi9

(v)
(vi)
(vii)

a(f(p)f(q\ Q)>7i for every A 06 Wi9 p^q and
every Qe ΛΓ(P, , ft),
a(φ(p\ Q)<2ft <£(/>) for every £6 PP£ and
every QG7V(P,,ft).

Now let {FJ, {C/J (/ = !, 2, •••) be open coverings of M such that

Then we shall show that there exist Lipschitz maps φf: Mn-*G'l (ί = 0,
1, 2, •••,«,-••) which satisfy
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

^o^^,
tpiCW^Ntf,, βj) ί = 1, 2, ^ , j = 1, 2, ...
φi(P) = φi-l(ρ} if ^eM-F,
<pf is of C°°-field in some neighborhood t^w ••• \JUi = Ciy

that is to say, there exist a neighborhood NcuM of Cz and a positive
continuous function p£ on N(Cf) such that ^z τr : T^φ^-^GΊ is of class
C°°, where Tp.(^) means a tubular neighborhood of N(Cg) with respect
to (/, φf). If the above mentioned Lipschitz maps φ{ (i = Q> 1, •••, n , •••)
are defined, we may prove Proposition 3 as follows.
Since {Vf} is locally finite for any point p of M, there exist a
neighborhood Up and an integer A such that UpdM—Vf
if i^>hp.
Define γ(p) = φhp(p). Then ψO) is the required one. Therefore we shall
show the existence of the above mentioned maps φf: Mn->Gl (ί = 0, 1,
... , n, •••) by induction.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists a
positive continuous function p(p) on M and Tp(φg.l)= {(p9
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x£φg-ι(p\ \x\<^p(P)} is a tubular neighborhood with respect to (f.ψg-^
and 9wr : TP(φq^] U(Cq^))^Gnk is of class C~ and Θ: Tp(φq^)->Rn+k
is a regular Lipschitz homeomorphism on Tp(φg^l Wg), where Tp(φq^1
= {(P,x)\p£Wίy xeφg^(p\ \x\<p(p)}. We shall denote f(Wq\ f(Vg)
and f(Ug) by SB,, 33, and Uq respectively.
According to J. H. C. Whitehead ([10], lemma 10.2), there exists a
neighborhood 5ft(28)ei:PM+Ar of SB such that for every #e5ft(SB) and every
QeN(Pq, βg\ x + Q intersects SB. We may suppose that 9l(2B) is contained in θT,(φg^\ Wq\ Let 5R(») be a neighborhood of %> in # M+fe
whose closure is compact and 91(3$) dϊS.
Let ^ be the distance between 5Σ and J?M+^-sJί(sS).
Let δ^ be the metric on N(Pqy— j which is induced by the map
7ΐ \
P<7, — j-^ί?'1^. Since φq-jt is a Lipschitz map and θ is a regular

(

Lipschitz homeomorphism on Tp(φq_1
K which satisfies

W^), there exists a positive number

for every f,geN(V9), where
Since δg is an allowable local metric for the global metric a on Gϊ,
there exists a positive number b which satisfies a(Qy R}^b§q(Q, R) for

every Q,R^N(Pqy^q).

Let ^2£l I

Let X, Y be open sets in Vq such that
,

7czVg

and let
According to J. H. C. Whitehead ([10], lemma 10. 1), there exists a
positive number ^3 which satisfies the following conditions. If hλ : 53 -> 2S,
A 2 : X->2B satisfy |#-/MX>I<>3 for Λ:e?5, y-A^OK^ for jtr'GX
respectively, then ^czA^Sί), UczA 2 (ΐ) respectively.

Let

I

1

_

ΊΊ ~~ 4 dist. (5) SB 53)' τ>5 — 4 dist. (f(Y—N(C
) f ( C - /^ "W)) and
let 77 = min {ηί9 ••• , ^5}.
Now let P* be an ^-plane which is orthogonal to Pq. Let 53*, SB*
and U* be the orthogonal projections of 53, SB and U on P* respectively.
Let (u), (v) be the rectangular coordinates of P*, Pq respectively. Then
SB is defined by the following equation

v = t(u),

u e 2B* , v e Pq .
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The map t: SB*-^ satisfies
I t(uf) - t(u) |< I u' - u I cot 2<yq

for any

w7, u G SB* .

From Lemma 5. 2 there exists a differentiable map g : 93* -» P^ which
satisfies

Let 337 = {(«, £(«))!« 6 SB*}. From the fact ^^ we obtain §B7c:SR(5ϊ)
. Therefore τrq\W : 2$7^SB may be defined, where nq=fπθ^\
Now we shall show that πQ = πq SB7 : S37 -> π ^SB7) is a homeomorphism.
Let # = («, «;), x/ = (ufy v') be points in S37 and let xψx'. Since |g(wO — ί(w)l
<^\u' — u\cot2βq, we obtain
cot αfxi Pq) - I ^(^) - g(u) I / I w7 - u I < cot 2βq ,
therefore
cot a:(X#, Pβ)

cot

hence

Let w;e2B.

Then

Therefore φq-lf'l(w) intersects 557 at most at one point. Hence πq
is a homeomorphism from S?x onto τr^(SS7) which is an open set in SB.
Let A,: 23^ SB be defined by
^(w, t(u)) = π,(u, g(u)) .

If x = (u, /(«))€ SB, then I Λ -^Λ:)! ^|ί(w)-g(M)|<^.
obtain
Therefore we may define

From ^<^3, we

and

Let φ* : SB*->7VίPff , — j be a map defined by
<P*(ίi) = ^<r-ι/"X(w, g(w))
Let 3e*, 3)* and 91* be the orthogonal projections of X7, ψ and 9ί7
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into P* respectively. Since φq-jt is differentiable on Tp(φq^λ
φ* is differentiable on 5R*. Let w, u?33l* and let # = («, g(u)\ x'r = (u' ',
Then we obtain

Since φq-ι(Wqr\Wi)ζ=ιN(Pq9βQ)r\N(Pi,βi)
(f = l, 2, •••) and {!?,} is
locally finite and F, is compact, there exists an integer lq such that
F,AW} = Φ if ]>l*

Let i/^fo-^AlP,), #(/>,, -£)-#(/>,, /3y))

/

\

.7 = 1, •••,/*}. From Lemma 5. 3, there exists a map -ψ>* : %$*->N(Pq , — j
which satisfies the following :

(ii)

and t*(w) = 9?*(«) if « € S3
^* is differentiable in 9ϊ*vX*,

(iii)

W*(u'\ ψ*(«)) < 4/c(l + cot 2/3,) V^ I ^ - u I .

Let ψ' : 5B7^G; be defined by

Then φ is differentiable in W\jTi' and ψ/(SS/) = ψ*(SS*)c=JV(P4r, /8ff) and
<xW(yf\ ψ / W) = α( ψ*(w/), ^*(^))<δδ,(ψ*(^), -Ψ*(w))^ 46«(1 + cot 2βq}^ήk
\u'-u\^ 4bκ(l + cot 2/9,) v7^ I ^ - x where * - (uyg(u)\ x' = (u1', ^(w7)) e S37.
Therefore ^ is a Lipschitz field on SB7 and Γp(ψ/)= {Λ +^G T? W + ^|Λ: G S7,
jye^Ot), I^K^} is identified with a tubular neighborhood of 337 with
respect to the identity map: ?β'-+Rn+k and i//, where

Since γ(W)c=.N(Pq> βq\ ^ci^SB,), a map A : 237->2B is defined by
From |Λτ-A(Λ:)|^2|/(M)-^(M)|<2ί7^2^ 2 = σ for x=(u, g(u))£%>', we
obtain h(3$'}cΞ.Tσ(φ'\
Therefore h and τr7 1^(55') are the inverse each
7
other, where τr is the projection πf \ Tσ(ψ7)->537. Therefore h is a
homeomorphism from 537 onto A(5S7) = 2SnT σ .
Since |Λ; — τr^1(:r)|<^2?7 for Λ: = (M, t(u)) G TΓoC^O* we obtain

Therefore we obtaiα
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Tf
(^ — hC$'}
/?fW">
lιτr~^\
^
•IΛ —)
J fhτr~
t / ' ' Q \»^y
*\
/ (— '*\
τ7 / — ΐv'*'
-v-f (—
v
Ό
1

.

As ψ'(*) = ^(*) = •?*(«) = <?>,-!/*•„(.*:) for x = (u, g(u)) 3 S3' - 2)', we obtain
*(*) = »„(*) for ΛreW-2)'.
/ /
ψv : A(58') -> Gϊ is defined by ψ β(Λr) = ψ π (Λ;). Now we define φq :
M"-+Gϊ by

φg(P) = ^f(P) if
= φβ-i(ρ) if
Then <p? is a well-defined single-valued map. Since ψ', *' are
Lipschitz maps, ψ? is a Lipschitz map. Since ^'cilΓ and φq-λ is a
Lipschitz map, ^? is a Lipschitz map.
From A(?)')c=58, we obtain φ9(p) = φ9-1(p) if /» 6 Λf- F?. Let /> 6 PΓ, . If
ί € M-f-^W), then φβ(p) = φβ-1(p) 6 JV(Py , /3,) (; = 1, 2, -). If P^Γ^W),
then 9>β(ί) = ψ*(«)€M^y,/9>) (jrj=l, -,/.), where p=f'1h(u,g(u}}.
Therefore we obtain φg(Wj)cnN(Pj, β/) for every j^>0. From
? _ 1 )) = φ, we obtain

Therefore we obtain
C f f _ x c:
and <p^ is a C°° -field in a neighborhood
(MCff-1)-/-1A(F))^/-A(5R/vX/)

of C^C.^wC/,.

Thus Proposition 3 is proved.
§ 6.

The proof of Proposition 4.

Let T(φ) be a tubular neighborhood such that the map φπ : T(φ) -> GJ
is differentiable. For any point p£M, there exists a neighborhood
Wpd.M of ^ such that θ\T(φ\ Wp) is a Lipschitz homeomorphism and
φ(Wp) is contained in N(φ(p}, —\

Let Pp be an w-plane orthogonal to

φ(p} through a point xpeθT(φ; Wp}r\(φ(p)+f(p}).
Then there exists
a neighborhood £7^ of Λ:^ in Pp so that UpCΣ.ΘT(φ; Wp}. Since (9 is a
homeomorphism on T(φ TΓ^), we may define τrp = θτrθ~\ φp=φf~l in
ΘT(φ\ Wp\ f(Wp) respectively. As is seen in the previous section, if
Up is sufficiently small, τrp Up^f(Wp) is a homeomorphism. We may
introduce a loςal coordinate system (f~l^p(U^)y Kplf) in a neighborhood
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f~lπp(Up} of p where τr~l means the inverse map of πp\Up. Then we
shall show that {(f~lπp(Up\ π~lf)} defines a differentiable structure
on M.
Suppose that fl^p(Up}r\f~lπq(Uq)
= S^φ. It is sufficient to prove
that ^I7fp : π-p VX S) -> π^lf(S) is a differentiable map. Let XQ 6 ^ V(S)
and let P be an orthogonal ^-plane to φpπp(x0) = Q. Then Rn+k=P+Q
and there is a neighborhood Wd.7r-lf(S)
of :r0 such that φpτrp(W)cz
N\Q, — } and W, 7t-lτrp(W)
\

£ I

are given by the equations

= Σ ff y W y

I = 1, •- , k,

Vi = Σ=ι ^7%
j

i = 1> — > & >

respectively, where (w f ) 6 P, (fy) G Q.

Since φpπp(W)c^N\Q9 —\ the ^-plane φpπp(χ\ for x^W, is given
\

by the equation

£ /

*

% = Σ cfj(a19 ••• , α:Jz;y
y=ι

v

/ = !,...,«,

where (αx ,
, α:Λ) is the coordinates of x in P. Since φπ : T(φ) -> GJ is
differentiable, the functions c^-fa, ••-,«„) are differentiable. Since the
&-plane φpπp(x) + x is given by

the (M, ^-coordinates of the point π-lτrp(χ)

are given by the equations

(«) = («)+ 1 1 c,.,(α) || {(t;)- |i a { j \ \ ( ά ) } ,
(f) = ||ί iy ||(«),
where (α) is the (w)-coordinates of Λ: G W.
Let ψ(w, α) = («) - (α) - 1 1 ^/α) 1 1 { \\bi} \ \ (u) - \ \ a{j \\(ά)} and let (α0) be
the (w)-coordinates of x0 . Then 1 1 cfV(α0) 1 1 = 0 since φpπp(x^ = Q, and it
follows that

is the unit matrix.

Therefore it follows from

the implicit function theorem that π~lτrp is differentiable near x0 and
hence at every point of ^f(S).
Next we shall show that the projection π : T(φ)-*M is differentiable.
Let p0£T(φ) and let 7t(p<ϊ)=p
Let P be an w-plane orthogonal to
φ(fi) = Qt Then there exist neighborhoods Fcz#0 + Q, Ucnx0 + P of
xQ = θ(p0) such that ^7(M + Λ:) = (w, π'(u + x)) is a diffeomorphism on O' =
n+k
7
ξR \u£ U, χζφπθ-\u\ π'(u + x)e V}, where τr is the orthogonal
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projection π': Rn+k->Q + x0.
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Since the following diagram is commutative

O = θ-\O')

Θ

> Of

Θ'

> £/x V

7t is differentiable.
Since the cross-section i(p) = ( p , 0 ) : M^Tp(φ) of the fibre bundle
T(φ) is approximated by a differentiable cross-section h(p] : M-> T(φ)
n+k
([8]), we may define a differentiable map g: M^R
by g=θh which
satisfies \g(p)—f(p)\<^p(p')9
where p(p) is the positive continuous function which defines Tp(φ). Let Q<ip(p)<^£(p}
Then we may obtain a
differentiable map g: Mn-*Rn+k such that \g(p)-f(p)\<G(p\
which is
a required one in Proposition 4.
If M is a combinatorial manifold and /: Mn->Rn+k is a semi-linear
immersion, then it is obvious that the above introduced differentiable
structure is compatible with the combinatorial structure of Mn. Thus
Proposition 4 is proved, and the proof of the main theorem is complete.
(Received September 14, 1961)
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